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It all begins with the first contact
NOTHING MORE, NOTHING LESS: TransSteel is steel welding in its purest form
VIRTUAL REALITIES: Learning welding on the computer
ARCTIC COLD: Pipeline construction with CMT
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“car-friendly garden city”. And sure

and hobby possibilities it is also home to
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enough, Milton Keynes boasts huge

the National Bowl, for open-air mega-
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green and planted areas. The whole city
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customers.
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opportunities this presents! An absolute
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course. Now, a bricks-and-mortar branch

Hundreds of contacts shape our daily lives –

Get in touch with the future of welding.
This, in 8 short words, is the Fronius Vision,
which has long moved on from being just a
vision to being tangible reality. Many new
practical developments come about because
Fronius nurtures its contact with users so
intensively, continually perfecting the link
between people and technology. The future
of welding is here – the time to make contact
is now!
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cater for pleasant leisure activities. As
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A final tip: the Grand Union Canal is an

Milton Keynes has always been keen to

Buxbaumstrasse 2

MK Theatre. On the subject of theatre,

My opinion on weld+vision (or e-mail
to weld.vision@fronius.com)

The Park Parade

Sign up – free – online at
www.fronius.com/weld.vision

course. With case studies, user reports,
virtual training courses, and with our new
subsidiary in Milton Keynes, a New Town
near London to which our “Travel Tip” will
be taking you. You’ll also be reading for the
first time about TransSteel, our revelation
to the welding sector. Steel-welding at its
purest – like much else that you’ll find in
this issue, this is all about breaking new
ground.
On this note: we’ll be staying in contact!

We’ll be pleased to carry on sending
you every edition of weld+vision as
soon as it comes out. If you know
anybody else who might be interested,
please just pass this reply card on to
them directly. Or simply copy it and fax
it to us on: +43 7242 241-953940.

there are many types of contact which
would be impossible to escape. The
cover story in our latest issue attempts
to give some insight into the immense
breadth of our everyday contacts. Often,
an interesting aspect of this is an initial
contact – the “first time”. Klaus Fronius
goes so far as to talk here of the magic and
ideal timing of an initial contact. As you’ll
see, this is all fascinating stuff. And as you
leaf through the magazine, you’ll also be
making quite a few other “contacts”, of

weld+vision n° 23 / Sept. 09

At this very moment, you’ll be experiencing
a wealth of contacts: For a start, you are in
skin contact with this brand-new issue of
weld+vision; you’ve established eye contact
with the pictures and text, and are making
mental contact with the ideas and thoughts
they contain. And isn’t that somebody’s
‘phone ringing? Then your ears will have to
perceive and pass on even more contact
stimuli. If not, there’s the rustling of paper
when you turn the page. Without contacts,
life is unthinkable. Even if we wanted to,

Welding Technology

The neat little houses are arranged in squares surrounded by large areas of parkland. And the Grand Union Canal
is another oasis of rest and recreation.

Dear Readers;

Divisional Marketing -

© Adrian Warren/www.lastrefuge.co.uk

Fronius International GmbH

Please affix
postage stamp if
available, or fax to
+43 7242 241953940

Herbert Mühlböck
Volker Lenzeder
Elisabeth Engelbrechtsmüller-Strauss
Klaus Fronius
Brigitte Strauss
Heinz Hackl

3-2-1-contact!
One word, millions of possibilities
Our world’s huge contact-generating potential

We have zillions of them, day-in, day-out. Not all of them
are good for us. Some of them even unleash complete
chaos. Others, by contrast, are very welcome to us. Many
are expected. We cause some of them ourselves. We’re
talking about “contacts”. A word that everyone interprets a
little differently. A word that conjures up many and varied
associations and that crops up in just about every area of life.
When you hear the word “contact”, what springs to mind?

Fronius 2009
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Skin contact.
2 billion cells make
the skin a sensory
marvel.

Contact points.
Acupuncture utilises
some 400 points on
the human body,
located on meridians.
Contacting these
points is thought
to activate the selfhealing power of the
body.

weld+vision has asked around
to find out what sort of things
people spontaneously think
of when they hear the word
“contact”. There are as many
answers as there were people
that we asked. The spectrum
could not possibly have been
broader or more diverse. We
got answers ranging from
dating agency to electrical
contact, from contact tube
to lonely-hearts ad. Then
there were responses like
e-mail-contact and Internet,
touching and being touched,
having plenty of social
contact or none at all, and
even allergy and target group,
and many more besides.
No matter whom you ask.
Among Fronius staff, it is the
technical associations that
predominate.
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A manifold initiator

It varies between 1.5 mm and 4 mm
(0.06" – 0.16") in thickness. Our skin is a

The word “contact” comes from the

sort of “exhibition surface” that displays

Latin noun “contactus”, meaning “touch”

illnesses, wounds and scars and reflects

in both a physical and mental sense.

our inner state. The extent to which our

This means that a contact is always the

skin is connected to our psyche can also

trigger or initiator of something which

be seen in the “cuddling phenomenon”:

follows. Contact – Reaction: this is the

intensive skin contact boosts the release

pattern in whatever area of life you look

of the “cuddle hormone” oxytocin in the

at. At the moment of actual contact,

brain, causing pleasant and sometimes

there has to be an interface that makes

even sensuous feelings.

or receives the contact. One such
interface, and a vitally important one, is
the skin. It responds to each and every

The stimulus-contact-reaction
phenomenon

stimulus from the world around us.

The interface that is
human skin

For many people, unfortunately, the
skin’s capacity for reacting strongly
to certain contacts manifests itself in
the form of allergies such as a contact

In terms of its surface area (approx.

allergy. If a substance is not good for the

2 square metres or 22 sq ft), the skin is

body, itching or rashes may be the result.

the largest organ in the human body,

This contact-reaction phenomenon is

weighing around three kilogrammes and

also exploited by acupuncture, by using

comprising some 2 billion cells.

needles to establish contact between

Contacts aplenty. The brain activates
different regions for different tasks.
Top left: Seeing activates the visual regions in the rear cortex.
Top right: Hearing activates zones in the
temple regions.
Bottom left: Reading Braille script
activates zones that are responsible for
memory and the sense of touch.
Bottom right: The intense activity taking
place in the forehead region during
thinking is responsible for the formation
of words.

In all these images, the front of the brain
is at the left.

First Contact

Contact is an elixir of life

the body’s own self-healing powers. The

There’s a “first time” for everything:

Life without contacts is unimaginable. One

cosmetics and pharmaceuticals industries

your first day at school, your first love,

might say that the whole universe is based

also know all about the marvel that is the

your first child. The “first time” has a

on an immense number of uninterrupted

human skin, and make use of its ability to

special significance. With a very first

contacts. For instance, if bees stopped

communicate between inside and outside.

contact, there are not yet any established

making contact with flora, large parts of

stimulus-reaction patterns. Everything

the plant kingdom would die out. And

Which brings us to yet another

is new, unknown, exciting and also

we learn all too often from sad reports

manifestation of “contacts” that

uncertain. You don’t know exactly what

in the newspapers what can happen in

shapes and characterises our lives:

is going to happen. In many areas you

the interpersonal field when people have

communication. Here too, there are

can predict or guess it, but you won’t

to live their lives without any contacts

interfaces, such as the sensory organs

know for sure until after that initial

whatever. Contact is an elixir, and one

of the ears and the mouth. Language is

contact has taken place. Many such

that we cannot take for granted. In every

an important medium for contacts of this

initial contacts happen unnoticed and

society and doubtless in every era there

type. This area of research is so wide and

entirely coincidentally, day by day.

have always been lonely people with little

diverse that not even a list of topics could

Others, though, are carefully planned or

social contact or maybe even none at all.

do justice to the breadth of this field. It

carried out with the utmost caution. Just

Even so, certain forms of society seem

ranges all the way from the many different

think of the first contact with a newborn

particularly prone to this social isolation.

communication theories to contact

child. Brand-new contacts like these

The alienation and loneliness of modern-

linguistics, from the study of international

make life thrilling and eventful. We really

day civilisations and of big-city life is a

non-verbal body languages to language

ought to deliberately bring them about

favourite theme of many authors.

acquisition itself, which of course is also

much more often, to open up the gates to

a result of contacts.

undreamed-of new perspectives.

certain precisely defined body points so
as to activate energy pathways and thus

Fronius 2009
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Contact shots. The TVSS (Tactile Vision Substitution System) is a vibratory-visual system for assisting
blind persons. A camera shoots pictures of the user’s surroundings, providing information which is
transformed by a TDU (Tongue Display Unit) into a tactile “image” that the user can interpret via his or
her tongue. The right-hand side of the picture suggests what this TVSS perception might “look” like.
Contact person. Paul Bach-y-Rita, inventor of the TVSS, with a TDU (Tongue
Display Unit). With it, blind people can also “picture” the world around them.

New media – a contact
cure-all?

international awards is the 1997 movie

e-mail for example, and on the other

“The Contact” by the South Korean

hand a huge number of electronic (i.e.

director Yoon-Hyun Chang. The plot is

technical) “contacts” are needed to make

In fact, this whole issue is one that is

set in the anonymous city of Seoul, and

all these exchanges possible in the first

much visited by artists of all kinds.

has just this type of impersonal contact,

place. The technical connotations of our

Although new media are meant to be

in this case by e-mail, as its central

term “contact” are at least as many and

particularly good at facilitating contacts

theme. A love story where viewers are left

varied as the communication-related ones.

(just think how quick and easy it is to

in the dark until the very end about

send an e-mail, or how eagerly people

whether it will remain virtual or not. There

The results of such technical contacts

exchange views in Internet forums), the

have been plenty of other artistic

are cellphones, computers, web-cams,

fact remains that in this brave new media

attempts to explore this theme – the film

satellites and much else besides. At

age, loneliness is more widespread than

“You’ve Got Mail” is a good example.

Fronius, too, contact with customers and

ever. A paradox? That depends on your
point of view, of course, but what the

Touched by technology

no comparison between face-to-face

The Internet makes the bandwidth of

contacts and the impersonal, anonymous

the word “contact” very plain to see,

ones mediated by the Internet. You can

also bringing out the original meaning

receive hundreds of e-mails a day and

of the word it derives from (“contactus

still grow lonely, the theory goes. One

= touch”). On the one hand people are

film on this subject that has won many

getting in “touch” with one another, by

Cover story

get in touch! Use any of the millions of
possible ways to make contact with the

critical voices are saying is that there is

6

new technologies is paramount. So – just

future of the welding.

The system revelation to
the steelworking sector:
TransSteel is steel-welding in its purest form.
Nothing more, nothing less.

Steel welding is tough work. Maybe the toughest type of welding there is. Where welding still
has much of its elemental originality about it. It calls for fast, straightforward working and
rugged, reliable tools. And always under the roughest conditions. Fronius products have always
been in action for steel jobs as well, of course. Now comes a system development purely and
simply for steel applications: TransSteel.

Fronius 2009
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High product quality and superlative
welding properties have always spoken
for Fronius. From the very beginning,
Fronius has striven to offer perfect
solutions for even the most specialised
tasks. This is, and always has been, a
huge challenge to the R&D Department.
Intensive co-operation with customers
is an inseparable part of this. In this
way, products are developed that bring
comprehensive expert knowledge to bear
on widely differing applications. In this
case, however, the Fronius developers
set themselves the task of developing a
product devoted solely and entirely to
steel welding. And this was no mean feat,
for they had to reconcile the very highest
technological quality with the harsh
operating environments and the exacting
requirements of the steelworking sector.
TransSteel is steel-welding. That’s it.
Nothing more, nothing less. But steelwelding that is exactly focused on the
requirements.

A new welding system for
steel applications
Of course, Fronius has not budged
an inch here from its creed of always
offering perfect solutions. So what
does a steel welder expect from his
equipment? It has to be absolutely
dependable and extremely sturdy. It
has to be very easy to operate. It has
to come with perfect characteristics for
steel applications, to ensure the very
best welding properties.
So how should a perfect welding system
for steel applications be equipped
and configured? New torches, a new
power source, a new cooling unit and a
new wirefeeder were developed for it.
In short, then, what we have here is a
welding system with a new design and
with an optimised wirefeed, that delivers
superior welding properties.

8
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from the wirefeeder all the way through
to the contacting zone. The result is
highly stable wirefeed, less attrition
of wearing parts, and superb welding
properties.

Man and machine understand
one another with eyes closed
The man-machine partnership to which
TransSteel aspires is seen in a wealth
of small details. Handling the machine
and working with its “smart design”
appliance concept are extraordinarily
handy and practical. A few examples
will make this clear: Comfort Wire
means that the wire can be inchedin semiautomatically with no need to
open up the wirefeeder. Easy Job lets
you store the power, arc-force dynamic
and correction values with one push
of the button. Changing the gas nozzle
with FastSnap is just that – a “snap”:
to quickly lock the gas nozzle firmly in
place, all you need do is twist and pull.

Functional industrial design
TransSteel gives the Fronius welding
The result is truly impressive: a rugged

concept and is both networkable and

systems a new face. Functionality counts

and reliable partner for steel welding,

addressable.

for just as much here as attractive styling

which stands out for its intelligent
system design and extreme ease
of operation. Digitally controlled

Built-in expert knowledge –
Steel Transfer Technology

when it comes to making the welding
system easier to handle and operate. The
most important feature is the wirefeeder,
which is compact, light and thus

and primed with expert knowledge,
TransSteel is ready, able and willing to

Fronius’ entire steel know-how has

portable. This makes for even greater

deliver superlative steel welding.

been packed into a compact, focused

versatility, and its design helps prevent

solution: “Steel Transfer Technology”

it getting caught on weldments, thus

With digital adjustment control of the

stands for a knowledge package that has

avoiding any damage to the controls.

welding process, TransSteel stands for

been specially put together for the steel

100 % reproducible welding results and

market. It encompasses both special

Steel welding calls for reliability. This,

an extremely stable arc. What’s more,

steel-welding characteristics for use in

in turn, necessitates sturdy, rugged

the fact that welding parameters can

practice, and equipment-technology

tools. TransSteel has been created with

be set and saved so easily and exactly

know-how. To take one example, the

precisely this in mind – not overloaded

ensures the very greatest precision

hosepack connector is integrated

with features, but just right for perfect

in the welding process. TransSteel is

directly on the motor plate in the

steel-welding. Nothing more, nothing less.

“future-proof” and flexible: the digital

wirefeeder. The welding wire is guided

welding system has a modular design

in a consistent, system-optimised way,

Fronius 2009
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Even more possibilities,
with CMT Advanced
Cold dip-transfer arc process developed still further
CMT Advanced stands for deposition rates that can be exactly adjusted by way
of positive and negative process cycles. Polarity reversal takes place in the
short-circuiting phase, which is what ensures the accustomed process stability
of CMT. What is more, CMT Advanced stands out for its carefully targeted
thermal input, higher deposition rate with no increase in heat input, and minimal
distortion. And by emitting fewer welding fumes, it also makes for much more
pleasant working.

Up to 60 % higher deposition rate with the same thermal input
and the same low distortion as in standard CMT.

1.23 mm =
0.05 in.

2 mm = 0.08 in.




2.5 mm = 0.10 in.
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3.4 mm = 0.13 in.
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2.92 mm = 0.11 in.









2 mm = 0.08 in.



1 mm =
0.04 in.




CMT Advanced



1.62 mm =
0.06 in.

CMT




1 mm =
0.04 in.

The CMT Advanced process demonstrates
superior gap bridgeability: 2 mm (0.08") thin
sheet with 2.5 mm (0.1") gap-width.



–

–

–

–

–

–

–

CMT Advanced
The functional principle is based on a
combination arc with positively and
negatively poled CMT cycles. Pole reversal
takes place in the short-circuiting phase,
and the arc remains stable. During the
negatively poled phase, the weld process

Negatively poled CMT phase

achieves a higher deposition rate and
better gap bridgeability. In the positive
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

cycles, controlled thermal input and
precision droplet transfer are obtained.
The relationship between the positive and
negative cycles can be individually defined
as required by each specific application.

Positively poled CMT phase

Initialisation phase

CMT Advanced – alternation between negative and positive CMT cycles.
The wire motions are always fully integrated within the process.

CMT Puls Advanced
–

–

–

–

–

–

–

The CMT Puls Advanced process
comprises CMT cycles with negative
electrode polarity alternating with positivepolarity pulsing phases. Here too, a higher
deposition rate is obtained during the
negatively poled CMT phase, and with

Negatively poled CMT phase

lower thermal input. Pole reversal to the
positively poled pulsing cycles takes place
+

+

+

+

+

+

–

in the short circuit. As well as higher
thermal input, the pulsing phase gives the
user the advantage of non-short-circuiting
droplet transfer. The relationship between
the positive and negative process cycles is
freely selectable in this process variant as

Initialisation phase

Pulsing phase

Initialisation phase

CMT Puls Advanced – alternation between negatively poled CMT cycles
and positively poled pulsing cycles. The advantages of CMT, of a higher
deposition rate and of pulsed-arc welding are all combined.

Fronius 2009

well. This makes it possible to join superhigh-strength steels with a sufficiently high
deposition rate yet with low thermal input.
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The future has begun
Autonomous welding

Developing visions into reality
is a challenge that Fronius
loves to rise to: with autonomous
welding, welding technology
is entering virgin territory.
Following on from manual,
mechanised and automatic
welding, in future welding
technology will be selfsufficient and autonomous.
The aim is to achieve the very
highest welding-system
availability and to “decouple”
the system and its maintenance.
The first steps have already
been taken.

Autonomous welding is built on three

The autonomous wire-change takes place

doesn’t miss a thing. A camera is

basic principles: Autonomous exchange

without human intervention, yet just as

mounted right on the welding torch and

of wearing parts, autonomous wire-

reliably. This task is taken care of by an

gets a close-up view of the whole

changing and the quality assurance

auxiliary drive. All that is necessary is to

welding operation. During welding, it

system Q-Eye. The change cycle for

have a full bulk pack at the ready, and the

records high-grade images of the

wearing parts is individually adjustable.

wire is changed during the shift entirely

weld-seam which serve as the basis for

The welding system exchanges the torch

unaided. There is no need to give staff

further evaluation. Q-Eye gives a better

body with the worn-out contact tube for

any special training, or to wait around

insight into the weld process and its

a prepared replacement torch body. This

until the wire-change has taken place.

immediate vicinity than would ever be
possible with conventional welding

can also be done while the weldment is
being changed, meaning that the

The third pillar of autonomous welding is

installation offers 100 % availability.

Q-Eye, the quality assurance system that
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shields.

Fronius Virtual Welding
Education for THE Future

Realistic learning on the simulator, with no safety risks. The “Ghost” gives feedback in real time. Every time the trainee deviates
from the “ghost’s” instructions, he is alerted to this by visible and audible signals so that he can respond immediately.

The welding education of the future has a name: Fronius
Virtual Welding. Welding beginners can now take training
sessions “virtually”, under quasi-realistic conditions. As well as
being clean and safe, this gives the teaching establishments
materials savings of up to 25 %.
Learning while you learn

Cost-effective in day-to-day use

a step towards enhancing the image of

The “ghost” tells the trainee the optimum

Virtual Welding can save up to 25 % of the

welding with innovative technology.

welding speed, the tip-to-work distance

materials that would normally be needed,

Without needing any prior knowledge,

and the torch tilt angle that he should keep

and cut personnel costs, as the trainer can

beginners can start learning what welding

up. Traffic-light colour signals and real-life

now concentrate on the essentials. With

is all about under true-to-life conditions.

welding noises give the trainee real-time

the inexpensive software updates, the

The system comes with an ergonomically

feedback on how he is getting on.

training given can always be to the latest

Many firms are faced with a shortage of
qualified welders. Fronius Virtual Welding is

shaped torch, typical workpieces and

technical standards. Fronius Virtual

adjustable welding parameters.

Welding is available in 2 versions: as a
terminal and in a compact carry-case for
mobile use.

Fronius 2009
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News
Battery Charging Systems
Division steps up sales
presence in Germany

The new Global Manager for
Marketing, Sales and Services
introduces himself

Welding courses for Fronius
apprentices

Europe’s most important market has

Since 1st February 2009, Otto Schuster

As a worldwide technological leader in

great potential for the Battery Charging

has been responsible for the fields of

the welding field, Fronius attaches great

Systems Division. This is why the

marketing, sales and service, as the

importance to giving its own apprentices

Division is making its sales operations in

Global Manager. With Fronius since 1989,

opportunities to discover more about the

Germany more professional than ever. As

Otto Schuster is looking forward to the

disciplines of MMA, MIG/MAG and TIG

of 2009, Jürgen Donner took on the

tasks that await him in this new function.

welding. The trainees are offered taster

newly created post of Head of Marketing

His commitment and involvement during

courses and intensive courses. Welding

& Sales Germany for the Battery

his 20 years at Fronius is reflected

is made all the easier for the apprentices

Charging Systems Division. As a first

in his professional and technical

by the fact that the courses are

step it is planned to expand the German

knowledge as Sales Manager of the

specifically tailored to each target-group.

sales organisation so as to look after

Welding Technology Division, and in

Finally, the trainees are not only given

partners and customers even more

his academic continuing professional

the chance to make small workpieces,

intensively, as an equipment and system

development activities. The know-how he

but also have to pass a theoretical

supplier. Very great emphasis is being

has amassed during this time will stand

and practical test. Trainer Thomas

placed here on ensuring strong,

him in good stead for the challenges of

Bogner (TechSupport International) is

seamless, close-to-the-customer

the future in the three Fronius Divisions

very enthusiastic: “For many of them,

service. To ensure uniformly high

(Battery Charging Systems, Welding

welding is something totally new, so it’s

Fronius-quality service right from the

Technology and Solar Electronics).

always great to see just how quickly the

word “go”, a national TechSupport team

Getting the right market segmentation,

apprentices learn.”

is also being set up. Particularly in the

occupying the key markets in all three

Selectiva field, which depends very

sectors, and achieving healthy growth

much on project business, closeness to

for Fronius are the goals for the next few

the customer and field service are

years.

important investment decision criteria.
For the Battery Charging Systems
Division, buildout of the sales
organisation in Germany is a first step
towards internationalisation. Further
markets will gradually follow.
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World’s first series-production- Fronius Solar Electronics on
internationalisation fast-track
ready, hydrogen-fuel-cellpowered, electric boat

Shipbuilding success
for Fronius

Fronius has joined with boatmakers

The Solar Electronics Division is

Fronius USA has landed an outstanding

Frauscher from Gmunden, Austria, to

internationalising at top speed, having

sales success. 120 TransPuls Synergic

develop a technological revolution: The

opened three new sales branches in

3200 MIG/MAG welding systems with

world’s first-ever production-ready

2009 in France, Spain and the Czech

push/pull torches have been sold to the

hydrogen-powered electric boat. The

Republic. Fronius PV inverters have been

American branch-plant of Austal. This

main economic advantage over a

available there for years from distribution

Australia-headquartered firm is the world

conventional electric boat is that no

partners, of course. In order to intensify

market leader for aluminium vessels and

time-consuming battery charging is

and consolidate working relationships

produces mainly passenger and vehicle

needed. On a battery-powered electric

with partners and customers, the

ferries, cruise vessels and a range of

boat, this takes 6 to 8 hours and

Solar Electronics Division is now also

patrol, fast freight and offshore support

provides a running time of only 4 to 6

represented in the Fronius branches in

vessels.

hours. On this hydrogen-powered

Paris and Prague, and has established a

electric boat, it only takes the time

sales subsidiary of its own in Madrid.

When it comes to the new generation of
these floating multipurpose platforms, the

needed to change the cartridge – a mere
five minutes or so. The boat has an

As well as customer care and market-

demands are very exacting: With a full

80-kilometre (50-mile) range with a full

development work, the other priorities

payload, these 103 m (338 ft) long

hydrogen tank, taking it twice as far as

will be to continue strengthening the

catamarans have to offer unparalleled

with standard battery equipment. The

Fronius brand and to anchor customers’

seakeeping and reach speeds of 35 knots.

hydrogen is extracted from water by

awareness of Fronius as a quality leader.

The Fronius welding systems won the day
thanks to their reliability and the intensive

means of photovoltaics and electrolysis,

support given by Fronius.

making it “stored solar energy”. It is then

“Our active presence in these three

oxidised in the fuel cell, leaving pure

national markets sends yet another

water as the only emission. All in all,

signal of what a high priority Fronius

Austal is planning to purchase 250 more

then, a perfect cycle.

attaches to keeping close to the

Fronius MIG/MAG welding systems once

In picture, from left: Klaus Fronius and

customer. It marks an important step in

its new plant in Mobile, Alabama (USA) is

Stefan Frauscher.

our ongoing internationalisation drive –

completed.

and it certainly won’t be the last”, says
Divisional Manager Christoph Panhuber.
www
www.futureprojecthydrogen.com
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CMT’s Arctic
première
New dip-transfer arc process used in
pipeline construction for the first time

The “TransCanada Pipelines Buffalo Creek West” is being built under extreme conditions, for both man and machine.

The Canadian winter is long and hard – ideal for pipeline builders. With the ground frozen
solid for months on end, they can lay gas pipes without getting bogged down in the
muskeg. RMS Welding Systems of Nisku, Alberta (Canada) specialises in welding pipeline
joints. Out in the field, they use technology from Fronius – including, in an industry “first”,
the dip-transfer arc process CMT (Cold Metal Transfer).

In Canada’s North, time seems to have

busy extending its infrastructure, laying

of O.J. Pipelines is RMS Welding

stood still. In the endless flatlands,

pipelines into the ground to secure gas

Systems of Nisku, AB, Canada, which

immense tracts of mixed forest line

supplies within Canada and the USA.

specialises in pipe-welding processes

lonely highways punctuated by signs

One such contract section is the 54 km

and has completed projects all over

warning drivers to beware of moose and

(34 mile) long Buffalo Creek West

the world. The RMS specialists have

elk. During the winter months, Arctic

project. O.J. Pipelines Ltd. is responsible

also been contracted to carry out the

temperatures of down to below –40 °C

for getting this section of the pipeline

welding work on the pipe segments of

(–40 °F) are common, and the landscape

built smoothly and on time. The job of

the TransCanada pipeline here in Buffalo

is dominated by frozen rivers and lakes.

laying the steel pipes, each weighing

Creek, some 400 km (250 miles) north of

In the midst of this remote, hostile

several tons, can only be carried out

the city of Edmonton.

environment, TransCanada Pipelines is

when the ground is frozen. A subsidiary
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The dip-transfer arc process CMT (Cold Metal Transfer) is making its pipeline-construction debut.

Welding the 24 m (79 ft) pipes together

Ice-cold première

A further advantage in favour of using
CMT is the consistently uniform shape of

into a 54 km (34 mile) pipeline takes
place in 3 stages. First, the main gang

Typically, these special tie-in sections

the root from the inside. In the 12 o’clock

crew completes the bulk of the welds. For

are welded using cellulose electrodes.

and 6 o’clock positions, the root is always

this portion of the project, O.J. utilised

However, the process entails a higher

uniformly shaped – despite the fact that

the RMS MOWII system, a mechanised

risk of hydrogen-induced cracking in the

few parameter changes are needed. After

orbital dual-head welding machine

weld. To ensure that no hydrogen cracking

welding the root, RMS completes the welds

which offers consistent weld quality,

has taken place, these electrode-welded

using an automated flux-core process.

repeatability and increased productivity.

seams do not undergo non-destructive

In its first-ever deployment on a pipeline

RMS worked closely with Fronius during

testing until 24 hours after completion. This

project, CMT has proven its usability under

the development of this welding system

24 h hold poses a problem for the pipeline

extreme ambient conditions. Mark Dewey,

and use custom-built TransPuls Synergic

contractor, as the ditch must remain open,

RMS Welding Systems’ Field Operations

3200 Pipe power sources and VR7000

and its integrity assured, for 24 hours. To

Manager, predicts an exciting future for the

wirefeeders as their prime welding

avoid this delay pipeline contractors have

dip-transfer arc process CMT in pipeline

equipment. Second, the “poor-boy crew”

sought low-hydrogen welding techniques

construction, particularly as he sees

completes short sections of pipeline

for tie-ins that allow the completed weld to

potential for using it to boost efficiency still

such as steep hills, road sections,

be inspected immediately.

further. The goal here is to deploy the CMT
process as standard.

prefabricated fittings and any other
welds the main gang did not complete

Using CMT (Cold Metal Transfer) here

as it would have resulted in ineffective

instead of electrode welding brings huge

use of their time. Finally, the third gang,

advantages, especially in terms of time.

known as the “tie-in crew”, welds these

CMT-welded root passes mean there are

special short sections to the main

fewer hydrogen inclusions in the girth weld,

section previously welded by the main

thereby eliminating the 24-hour wait to

gang – and it is here that CMT is making

conduct final inspection. Aside from the

its worldwide debut for root-welding in

time savings, CMT enables superior gap

pipeline construction.

bridgeability and an extremely stable arc,

www
www.rmsweldingsystems.com
www.ojpipelines.com

even when welding is being performed
from both sides simultaneously.

Fronius 2009
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Priority for proper joining
Swiss rail-freight wagon maker banks on quality and efficiency

A specialist in custom-made
freight wagons, transport
technology enterprise
Josef Meyer exemplifies the
interplay of weld-seam quality,
innovational genius and
efficiency. For its customers,
the attraction is custombuilt wagons that offer up
to a quarter less weight and
faster unloading. This helps
explain the 100 % increase in
production achieved at Josef
Meyer’s plant in Rheinfelden,
Switzerland, in 2007.

In the construction of railway rolling stock,
weight reduction is a continuing issue –
just as it is in automobile and aircraft
manufacturing. Thinner plates are being
used, yet the loading-capacity and safety
specifications are becoming ever tougher.
This, in turn, ratchets up the requirements
made of the joining technology. When it
comes to joining the 6 to 12 mm (0.24" 0.47") thick steel plates, welding is of
central importance. Among the various
processes employed, the professionals at
Josef Meyer have been using systems
from Fronius for manual welding for some
16 years now.
Long service life, optimum availability and
transportation safety are the quality
criteria that modern-day rolling stock has
to meet. Under these conditions, weldseam quality is an absolute must. This is
especially true at Josef Meyer Transport
This Swiss freight-wagon maker relies almost entirely on Fronius welding systems, of which it has
more than 100 in service.
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The rail-wagon construction specialists fabricate their innovative transport solutions from plates
of between 4 and 120 mm (0.16" - 4.72") in thickness, but mainly from 6 to 12 mm (0.24" - 0.47")
thick plates.

As Michael Bergk, Head of Quality Management
at Josef Meyer, well knows: “The customer
measures us by the quality of our welds.”

Technology AG. The firm has its own

Michael Bergk proudly. The flatbed bogie

deal of know-how, especially in terms of

development office where engineers

container wagon, for example – “a very

joining the materials, explains the quality

design products for industrial clients with

slender product with a lot of small

manager.

a particular rail-transportation problem

weld-seams. For this, we need welding

they need to have solved. In the produc-

systems that facilitate very accurate yet

tion operations at Josef Meyer, welding

very fast working.”

plays the key rôle.

Digital welding technology
The high-performing TransPuls Synergic

Demand for intermodal transport –

5000 system gives the experts at Josef

80 qualified welders, comprising half of

meaning containers sent by both road and

Meyer just the highly practicable hardware

the workforce, carry out 90 % of all

rail – has been growing strongly in recent

and software they need. As well as

welding operations using the MAG (metal

years, he explains. And then there is the

maximum availability, they rate the

active gas) process. For these, Josef

cost-cutting pressure that every firm is

system’s ease of use and user-friendly

Meyer Transport Technology AG insists on

faced with nowadays. “The weight of the

operation particularly highly. “The digital

systems from Fronius, of which it has over

rolling stock plays a big role here. This is

adjustment control ensures that we get

100 in use. Quality manager Michael

why we developed our new flatbed

consistently good results. The system

Bergk puts it like this: “The Fronius

container wagon to be four tonnes lighter!

constantly measures the actual values of

systems are exactly matched to one

The brings advantages in terms of weight,

the two welding parameters ‘amperage’

another and to our requirements. The

as well as lowering the production costs.

and ‘voltage’, and adjusts them to the

interchangeable characteristics are easy

Above all, though, it doubles the available

target values. It reacts in real-time to any

to adapt to changed requirements. In this

cargo payload for our customers.” The

changes, and this makes sure that the

way, we can be sure that the work-result

new container wagon weighs 17.6 tonnes,

optimum target status is maintained

will always meet our stringent quality

whereas its predecessor (itself no

throughout the whole welding process”,

specifications.”

heavyweight compared to conventional

says Bergk. “The operator simply sets his

products) still weighed 21.6 tonnes. This

welding task, telling the machine what

result offers the very highest safety,

values he wants for power and arc length.

service life and functionality at one and

He sees all the parameters on the display:

the same time. Achieving it required exact

Wire, shielding gas or active gas, material

The freight wagons made by Josef Meyer

computations to work out what thickness

or plate thickness. This basically rules out

are all in-house developments, says

of plate would be needed, and a great

any errors with regard to the arc.”

Filigree products with many
small welds

Fronius 2009
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In the beginning is
the first contact
“Only he who changes stays true to himself”, as an old
Chinese saying has it. And only those who go with the
times will move forward. In all projects, developments
or successes, one thing is absolutely crucial: the magic
moment of the right timing or the right contact.

20
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Taxi Sharing

World first

beyond our immediate, familiar horizon.

It was on four wheels – which for some

Another contact led to a world first. While

Like the Starship Enterprise in its ‘First

people mean the world, and for others

meeting for an exchange of views and

Contact’ with the next century, we too

are just a means of getting from A to B –

experience, Fronius and the boatmaking

can enter a new contact – in this case

that a rather different contact took place.

firm of Frauscher from Gmunden, Austria,

one by the name of Contec – in our

Here too, the contact came about

hit on the idea of designing a boat that

logbook. The question as to the right

through a coincidence of the right place

would be powered by a solar Fronius fuel

time is not one that we have left to the

and the right time. The scene is set

cell. And that’s just what they did. Before

stars here. Far from it: we respond to our

inside a taxi in Vienna. A chance

a rapt international public, the two

customers’ needs.

encounter between two men who’d never

companies unveiled the resulting

previously met. They introduce

highlight: the Frauscher Riviera 600. A

themselves: “Klaus Fronius – Manfred

complete overall system as the crowning

Schlenk”. “Are you the Fronius?”, asks

achievement of a long period of

Contec is put together from Con for

Schlenk. A brief conversation ensues in

development.

contact and Tec for technology, and

which this top executive at Infineon

denotes a revolution in the technology of

voices his enthusiasm for Fronius and for

the welding torch. It results in a marked

the great working relationship his firm

increase in the availability of the entire

has with us.

We make contact with other possibilities,
worlds and dimensions and dare to look

Contacts weld people together

welding system. Another major

From critic to advocate
“You’ve managed to convince me of the
merits of the fuel cell after all”, says

advantage is the improvement it brings in

Schlenk is deeply impressed by our

Claus Reissig, a journalist at the

weld-process stability. This results from

employees’ high motivation and by our

prestigious German daily “Frankfurter

the fact that – for the first time – the

innovational strength. Infineon develops

Allgemeine Zeitung”. For Reissig, the

contacting forces are now exactly

semi-conductor solutions for solar

maiden voyage on the Riviera was his

defined. What this new development

electronics and is an important partner

“Road to Damascus” moment. He

means is a worldwide welding-

of ours. The first of the taxi’s two

realised that hydrogen, and the

technology “first” that will change the

destinations is reached far too soon,

technology underlying it, really is the

field for good.

putting an abrupt end to the

most environment-friendly way of

“The service life of the contact element

conversation. But “postponed is not

producing energy. He describes this in

has been lengthened many times over,

abandoned”, as the Austrians say. More

an article entitled “The future is in the

and this – plus the improvements in

discussions are to follow.

bottle” (FAZ, 10 th May 2009) where he

process stability – gives customers much

The listening taxi driver also took a liking

writes about a completely regenerative

greater cost-efficiency”, says the

to the two managers. “I’m a manager

cycle. “...Frauscher know that this time

Welding Technology Division’s marketing

myself and I bring people together, too”,

it’s not the boat itself that’s the star but

manager Georg Binder. From the first

he says. Originally from Iraq, the man

how it’s powered, or more precisely: the

idea right through to the sales-ready

uses the last few minutes of my ride to

system as a whole – the transformation

product, this innovation took six years to

tell me about his own business with

of solar energy into hydrogen...”, writes

develop.

photovoltaics. He used to own five taxis.

Reissig.

This adoptive Viennese then exchanged

Thus it is that one contact leads to

After putting it through exhaustive

four of them for a much more lucrative

another, and one personal story to the

testing, Fronius will be presenting this

project back in his homeland, where he

next. The Fronius network just keeps on

perfect new solution to the world public

now runs a solar-power plant. The

growing, and with it, the range of

in a very special way, at the 2009

electricity this generates earns him more

products and services on offer. Chance,

“Schweissen & Schneiden” fair in Essen.

money than before.

luck or destiny? This question can be

And its theme for this year’s expo will be

answered with an old saying: fortune

– yes, you guessed it: “First Contact”!

favours the bold.
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Milton Keynes:
A promising
encounter
Milton Keynes

An hour’s train ride north west of London is the “New
Town” of Milton Keynes. A town which was conceived
and built from scratch in the 1960s. An up-and-coming
boomtown location where a new Fronius subsidiary
opened for business in 2009.

London

© Anthony Weller/archimage.co.uk

The Milton Keynes Theatre puts on a huge variety of shows, taking in anything from musicals and operas to rock concerts and stage classics.

After the Second World War, Great

relieve congestion in London itself.

chequerboard grid punctuated by a large

Britain began to lay down the legal basis

Milton Keynes is one such town, albeit

number of roundabouts. In fact, Milton

for the New Towns concept, and to

one of the third generation. This means

Keynes has an even higher roundabout

develop a modern approach to town-

that by the time it was built, its creators

density than other British cities – and

planning. The aim was to confine the

had learnt from the design and building

that is saying something! The famous

ever-extending sprawl of the London

mistakes made in earlier New Towns.

Concrete Cows – life-size colour-painted

conurbation inside an encircling “Green

Also, the planners assumed that very

statues of their farmyard counterparts –

Belt”, beyond which a series of new

many residents would be car-owners, so

can be found “grazing” at many of these

towns were to be planned and built to

designed the road network in a

junctions.
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Management Team, from l. to r.:

cater for pleasant leisure activities. As

way right through the middle of the

original New Town was planned as a

well as offering countless recreational

bustling town-centre. So why not give

“car-friendly garden city”. And sure

and hobby possibilities it is also home to

yourself a little break in one of the many

enough, Milton Keynes boasts huge

the National Bowl, for open-air mega-

canalside pubs ... ?

green and planted areas. The whole city

concerts, and even to its very own

is made up of many small, low-rise

theatre district. No wonder that the town

neighbourhoods – three storeys is the

is so popular with its residents.

centre. According to the Guinness Book of

Totally R & D

“City of Trees”. Visitors never cease to

Records, it is all of 720 metres (2362 feet)

TransSteel pairs design with expert knowledge

marvel at the expansive green spaces

long. Just think of the amazing shopping

Cooler still: CMT Advanced

and parklands, at rare wild flowers,

opportunities this presents! An absolute

Autonomous welding cells revolutionise maintenance work

singing birds and the pervasive “green”

paradise for everyone who enjoys a stroll

The cost-saving way to learn welding

atmosphere of the city. A walk through

and a browse. Milton Keynes is also where

Brief and to the point

Milton Keynes is very likely to be from

you’ll find Europe’s biggest indoor ski

News from Fronius

park to park. It could equally be from

slope with artificial snow – now isn’t that

Case studies

work of art to work of art: the local

an irresistible attraction? What is more, the

Publisher’s imprint:

CMT cuts out a 24-hour wait

council has put together several very

town is home to the largest university in

“weld+vision” is the customer magazine of Fronius
International GmbH, Welding Technology Division
Design: reklamebüro GmbH
Responsible for contents: Fronius International GmbH,
Buxbaumstrasse 2, A 4600 Wels, Austria,
weld.vision@fronius.com, www.fronius.com
Registered trademarks and tradenames have not
generally been identified as such. The absence of any
such identification does not mean that the name in
question is an unregistered name for the purposes of
product and trademark law.

Swiss freight-wagon maker has over 100 Fronius welding

interesting “Artwalks”. There are currently

Great Britain: the Open University offers

systems in service

more than 200 works of art on public

all its courses, diplomas, university

The company

display that can easily be discovered on

degrees, MBAs and MAs as

How casual contacts can be a way-in to new technological

foot. One of these walks goes all round

correspondence courses. Although

worlds

the town centre, another straight across

around 200,000 students a year study at

Travel tip

Campbell Park. Their respective starting

the Open University, only around 150 of

Milton Keynes – the model London exurb

points are the MK Gallery and the

them are on campus at any one time.
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e-mail

20 million trees, it is also nicknamed

Country

the town with the world’s longest shopping

from biology to technology

Postcode & locality

Milton Keynes has also come to fame as

wonderful parks. Planted with more than

Street address

styles. Milton Keynes is laid out around

Hundreds of contacts shape our daily lives –

Get in touch with the future of welding.
This, in 8 short words, is the Fronius Vision,
which has long moved on from being just a
vision to being tangible reality. Many new
practical developments come about because
Fronius nurtures its contact with users so
intensively, continually perfecting the link
between people and technology. The future
of welding is here – the time to make contact
is now!

3-6

Department

is struck by the huge diversity of building
Cover story

A few words on our cover picture:

Surname

City of records

Forename

area, and even this is a rarity. The visitor

Company

highest allowed anywhere in the urban

Austria

oasis of peace and quiet that winds its

Built on a 89 km 2 (34 sq mile) area, the

4600 Wels

A final tip: the Grand Union Canal is an

Milton Keynes has always been keen to

Buxbaumstrasse 2

MK Theatre. On the subject of theatre,

My opinion on weld+vision (or e-mail
to weld.vision@fronius.com)

The Park Parade

Sign up – free – online at
www.fronius.com/weld.vision

course. With case studies, user reports,
virtual training courses, and with our new
subsidiary in Milton Keynes, a New Town
near London to which our “Travel Tip” will
be taking you. You’ll also be reading for the
first time about TransSteel, our revelation
to the welding sector. Steel-welding at its
purest – like much else that you’ll find in
this issue, this is all about breaking new
ground.
On this note: we’ll be staying in contact!

We’ll be pleased to carry on sending
you every edition of weld+vision as
soon as it comes out. If you know
anybody else who might be interested,
please just pass this reply card on to
them directly. Or simply copy it and fax
it to us on: +43 7242 241-953940.

there are many types of contact which
would be impossible to escape. The
cover story in our latest issue attempts
to give some insight into the immense
breadth of our everyday contacts. Often,
an interesting aspect of this is an initial
contact – the “first time”. Klaus Fronius
goes so far as to talk here of the magic and
ideal timing of an initial contact. As you’ll
see, this is all fascinating stuff. And as you
leaf through the magazine, you’ll also be
making quite a few other “contacts”, of

weld+vision n° 23 / Nov. 09

At this very moment, you’ll be experiencing
a wealth of contacts: For a start, you are in
skin contact with this brand-new issue of
weld+vision; you’ve established eye contact
with the pictures and text, and are making
mental contact with the ideas and thoughts
they contain. And isn’t that somebody’s
‘phone ringing? Then your ears will have to
perceive and pass on even more contact
stimuli. If not, there’s the rustling of paper
when you turn the page. Without contacts,
life is unthinkable. Even if we wanted to,

Welding Technology

The neat little houses are arranged in squares surrounded by large areas of parkland. And the Grand Union Canal
is another oasis of rest and recreation.
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course. With case studies, user reports,
virtual training courses, and with our new
subsidiary in Milton Keynes, a New Town
near London to which our “Travel Tip” will
be taking you. You’ll also be reading for the
first time about TransSteel, our revelation
to the welding sector. Steel-welding at its
purest – like much else that you’ll find in
this issue, this is all about breaking new
ground.
On this note: we’ll be staying in contact!

We’ll be pleased to carry on sending
you every edition of weld+vision as
soon as it comes out. If you know
anybody else who might be interested,
please just pass this reply card on to
them directly. Or simply copy it and fax
it to us on: +43 7242 241-953940.

there are many types of contact which
would be impossible to escape. The
cover story in our latest issue attempts
to give some insight into the immense
breadth of our everyday contacts. Often,
an interesting aspect of this is an initial
contact – the “first time”. Klaus Fronius
goes so far as to talk here of the magic and
ideal timing of an initial contact. As you’ll
see, this is all fascinating stuff. And as you
leaf through the magazine, you’ll also be
making quite a few other “contacts”, of
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At this very moment, you’ll be experiencing
a wealth of contacts: For a start, you are in
skin contact with this brand-new issue of
weld+vision; you’ve established eye contact
with the pictures and text, and are making
mental contact with the ideas and thoughts
they contain. And isn’t that somebody’s
‘phone ringing? Then your ears will have to
perceive and pass on even more contact
stimuli. If not, there’s the rustling of paper
when you turn the page. Without contacts,
life is unthinkable. Even if we wanted to,
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